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Hawaii Pension Fund
Is Being Scammed!
Fifty-nine Hawaii retirees each receive more than $100,000 in governmentfunded pensions, but their identities are being kept confidential by state law.
According to statistics obtained via a public records request, three of the 59
collect more than $125,000 but less than $150,000, the Honolulu Star-Advertiser
reported Monday http://bit.ly/zeXHwD ). Because the newspaper was unable to
obtain their names, it could not determine whether any are so-called double dippers who collect a state pension while getting a state or county paycheck.
Hawaii Taxpayers have a right to know State pension information, but the
State’s information controllers and the Employees' Retirement System, interpret
the UIPA to exclude such information from the public. Keep it secret.
The agency disclosed limited statistics about state and county retirees whose
pensions exceeded their base pay — at least 20 who retired in 2008 and 2009.
According to statistics provided, 3,161 retirees were receiving annual pensions of
$50,000 or more as of Jan. 31, nearly 20 percent increase in past 10-months.
Do the math: 60 employees x $100K annually = 6 million dollars.
Over a ten year period it grows to 6o million dollars.
Over a twenty year period it expands to a whopping 120 million dollars
spent on the retirement of only 60 State of Hawaii employees. Are they UH elite
and political elite double dippers? Who gets so much Pension ?
“That's not only scandalous--it's boarderline criminal, especially in today's
economy where the aristocracy is living large and the serfs are suffering,” wrote
BengalCat when he gave notice of this story to The MANonline.
"It is a trend that we are concerned about given the growing pension and
unfunded liabilities," said Wes Machida, system administrator.
Watchdog groups and open-government advocates say retiree pensions
should be public because they're funded with public money.
"When that amount of money is being spent, it's important for the public to
know who those people are," said David Greene, a San Francisco attorney whose
firm represents the First Amendment Coalition.
"I'm stunned that in the year 2012 this kind of information is not available,"
said Edward Zelinsky, a law professor and pension expert at the Cardozo School
of Law in New York. "This is the public's business."
Just think of all the other squandered state funds we don't know about. It's
got to be in the billions. The people need to wake up and take back their government. This is the natural right of the people.
Mahalos to bengalcat@hush.ai for the math and the link to this report:
http://www.therepublic.com/view/story/d5085297120e4cd28297e3dc7444f9
a6/HI--Public-Workers-Pensions/#share
=================================================

Molokai Residents Robbed in Honolulu
An elderly Molokai couple is recovering physically from beating injuries
they received during a late night robbery last weekend on Oahu.
Pancho and Ella Alcon were beaten and robbed in a matter of seconds while
unloading their car at their apartment in Honolulu.
According to their son, "My dad was pushed against the wall and then the
other guy punched him in the ribs. He just found out he has two broken ribs. My
mom got hit in the mouth and her whole face is still sore," said the couple's son.
He added the attack was shocking for its sudden viciousness and because the
victims are known for their giving spirit.
"My parents are probably the kindest people you will ever meet, always giving up time and helping out in the community," said the son.
The Alcons were on Oahu because they volunteered to help with selling tickets and holding the proceeds for the Hawaii Unite Music Festival which was held
in Kakaako.
Seems the assailants might have been watching them handle themoney, followed them home to attack them for robbery. Before the Alcon's were able to
enter their secure Makiki condo after parking their car, they were jumped by the
two suspects. The suspects took a backpack and were caught on a neighboring
surveillance camera leaving in a white four door vehicle.
The Alcon's son believes the robbery suspect may have thought money from
the concert was in the bag, but it wasn't.
"There was only clothes in it, just an overnight change of clothes. They came
here for the weekend," said Alcon's son.
The suspects are each described as about 5-feet-5-inches tall, wearing dark
colored hoodies and dark pants.
"They are ruthless to hit two elderly people," said the son.

Molokai’s New Saint

Molokai will soon have another
Catholic Saint as Pope Benedict XVI
announced the date of Mother Marianne
Cope's canonization.
Mother Marianne will be canonized
along with six others on Oct. 21st.
Cope came to Hawaii to help care
for people with Hansen's disease. After
Father Damien's death, she carried on
his work on Kalaupapa.
"I love her compassion. She is like
my role model and mentor, in a sense,
working with people here in Hawaii,"
said Sister Alicia Damien Lau, with the Sisters of St. Francis.
Mother Marianne was a Sister of St. Francis. The order continues to work in
the islands, including on Kalaupapa, where a few patients remain.
"Mother Marianne was a champion of human rights. She provided for all
creeds, even the marginalized of society to uplift all races," said Sister Davilyn Ah
Chick, with the Sisters of St. Francis.
Mother Marianne worked in Hawaii for 40 years, making a difference in
countless lives. She also made a difference after her death. The Catholic Church
attributed two healing miracles to Mother Marianne, which are part of the requirements for Sainthood.
Just like Father Damien's canonization three years ago, the event will be held
at St. Peter's Basilica in Vatican City. A few Hansen's disease patients from
Kalaupapa, along with church leaders plan to attend the ceremony.
After the canonization of Mother Marianne, her relic will then be taken on a
tour of all the islands and then to a special ceremony at Iolani Palace.

Cut Eminent Domain Powers!
State Owns Your Home?

State and local governments that use eminent domain to seize private property for economic development would lose federal funding for two years under legislation passed by the House on Tuesday.
The measure is a response to the 2005 Supreme Court ruling, Kelo v. City of
New London, which held in a 5-4 decision that economic development is considered a "public use" under the Fifth Amendment's Taking Clause.
The decision justified the government's condemnation of private property, in
order to give it to a private business to redevelop and create a more lucrative tax
base. Historically, that power was restricted to projects for public use like roads.
As a result of this ruling, the government's power of eminent domain became
limitless, providing citizens with few means to protect their property. Government
agents can condemn one family's home only because another private entity would
pay more tax revenue.
The infamous decision by the Supreme Court is also one of the most unpopular. It allowed the Connecticut city to condemn property owned by Susette Kelo
and her neighbors, then they gave the property to the Pfizer Corporation to build a
new research facility and for the construction of a hotel and condos.
Most States then passed laws cutting back on government powers, like the
Kelo case, to take private property and give it to developers so as to reap more tax
dollars from the land. Hawaii legislature is not expected to make that adjustment
to protect homeowners who do not realize that their fee simple title is just permission from the State to pretend to own their homes and land so they can pay taxes.
Hawaii’s fascists leaders like it that way.

Windows 8 Will Have a “Kill Switch”
The very anticipated operating system Windows 8 will have a feature that was
never found on PC’s before: A kill switch that can remotely delete software and
edit code without the user’s permission. Although Microsoft claims the switch
would only be used for software that is downloaded from its app store, no official
policies clearly define the actual purpose of the kill switch. In other words, nothing is truly considered “illegal” and that includes issues regarding spying, censorship and free speech. Although the kill switch is promoted as a “tool against malware” it can potentially accomplish much, much more. In fact, it would not be
impossible to have all smart-phones and Windows PC’s simultaneously shut down
at any given time. The following article from Business Week also mentions the
infamous case of Amazon that remotely deleted from user’s Kindle e-readers illegal copies of two books. Which ones? Prepare for intense irony…George Orwell’s
1984 and Animal Farm.
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Jews Using US Military Bases
To Start War with Iran, but
Will Not Notify USA Ahead

Obama Will Destroy USA

Israeli officials say they won't warn the United States if they decide to launch
a pre-emptive strike against Iran, according to a U.S. intelligence official familiar
with the discussions.
U.S. intelligence and special operations officials have tried to keep a dialogue
going with Israel, by allowing Israel to use U.S. bases near Iran from which to
launch such an an all out military strike, as a way to make sure the Israelis give
the Americans a heads-up.
The pronouncement, delivered in a series of private, top-level conversations,
sets a tense tone ahead of meetings in the coming days at Congress and Obama.
Israeli officials said that if they eventually decide a strike is necessary, they
would keep the Americans in the dark to protect USA from criticism for failing to
stop Israel's attack on Iran.
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and top U.S. lawmakers, are trying to agree over how to deal with Iran's nuclear ambitions. But, Obama’s gang
did not respond to requests for comment, and the Pentagon and Office of Director
of National Intelligence declined to comment, as did the Israeli Embassy.
Iran claims its nuclear program is for peaceful electrical generating purposes. The International Atomic Energy Agency has inspected and found no facilities for bomb making, but raised alarms that uranium enrichment program for
electricity might be a precursor to building nuclear weapons. The USs has said it
does not know whether Iran has decided to weaponize its nuclear material, but has
punishedIran with economic sanctions, thus ensuring Iran becomes as angry as a
tortured bull being taunted by the bull fighter’s red cape.
"It's unprecedented outreach to Israel to make sure we are working together
to develop the plan to deter Iran from developing a nuclear weapon," and to keep
them from exporting terrorism, said Congressman Dutch Ruppersberger, the top
Democrat on the House intelligence committee.
"We talked about the fact that sanctions are working and they are going to get
a lot more aggressive," Ruppersberger added.
They also discussed talked about presenting a unified front to Iran, to counter the media reports that the two countries are at odds over how and when to
attack Iran. All options are on the table, they announced.
Israel is incredibly serious about a strike on Iran, ostensibly against their
nuclear weapons program, and if they do so, the Jews will again expect military
support from USA, to help them fight their war against their enemy, Iran.

We are suffering the longest sustained period of high unemployment since
the Great Depression, and the highest gas prices in history, as subjects of dictator Barack Obama, and we have the highest national debt in our history.
Obama’s foreign policy is a disaster. Israeli Mossad terrorists are killing
and bombing covertly, and Islamic extremists and are taking over in Egypt,
Libya and throughout the Middle East. Even worse, Obama has threatened Iran
with US ships and a build up of military forces ready to die when he pushes the
red button for War with Iran to benefit the Jews of Israel at USA expense.
The Obama Administration is riddled with corruption at the highest levels.
His close friend, Attorney General Eric Holder, sent guns to Mexican drug gangs
and then lied to Congress about it. Obama’s Energy Department gave $500 million of taxpayer money to Solyndra--a failing corporation run by a large Obama
donor. Taxpayers lost the $500 million payoff "investment". Obama sued
Arizona to stop them from controlling illegal immigration. And. Obamacare!
Barack Hussein Obama claims to be the 4th best president in history, but the
fact is Obama is the Usurper Fraud Liar in Chief, and the most dangerous traitor psychopath and liar to ever occupy the White Housewithout being even qualified per the Constitution as a natural born American citizen.
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Obama: Summer Jobs to ForeignStudents
While young people in the United States are suffering record levels of unemployment, the Obama/Clinton State Department is already hiring foreign students
for summer jobs that won’t be available when Americans start looking for summer work later this year.
Obama’s Summer Work Travel (SWT) program admits more than 100,000
students from around the world to work at American beaches, restaurants, convenience stores, supermarkets, factories, and other establishments.
Secretary Hillary Clinton calls SWT a cultural exchange intended to showcase the American way of life and win friends among future world leaders, help
them obtain visas, and match them with employers.
Participants and their employers are exempt from Social Security, Medicare,
and federal unemployment taxes, according to Jerry Kammer, a senior research
fellow at the Center for Immigration Studies.
Unfortunately, as the program has denied a place in the workforce for many
American young people, who are now suffering record levels of unemployment,
Kammer writes in the Baltimore Sun.
One parent who spoke with Kammer, Sarah Ann Smith, said her teenage
son’s dishwashing schedule at a restaurant went from 24 hours a week before
SWT workers arrived to zero hours after six foreigners began working there.
Its wrong to have a program that allows foreign kids to come in and take jobs
that American kids need, said Smith. SWT is out of control..
Much of our nation’s immigration policy for both temporary visitors and permanent residents is made with little concern for its impact on American society,
Kammer observes. Reconsidering SWT is a first step toward changing that, so
that Americans get job opportunities first in USA.
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

Romney Refuses 2nd Am !
Ron Paul Supports Gun Rights

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Ron Paul, proven supporter for 2nd Amendment right to keep and bear arms
for self defense, climbs into 2nd Place in the state of Main’s Republican Primary.
He is the only candidaate for President with a consistant record of Constitutional
limits on federal powers, taxation, and right to Life, economy, Troop support, and
integrity needed to beat Obama.
Where Does Romney Stand Today on the Second Amendment?
Gun Owners of America today sent an Open Letter to Gov. Mitt Romney,
asking him -- yet again -- to submit his survey responses to GOA.
“We sent you a questionnaire not once, not twice but three times now,” said
GOA Vice Chairman Tim Macy.
“What did you send back? A form letter stating you are pro-Second
Amendment -- with absolutely nothing to back up this laughable claim. As
Governor, you were proudly anti-Second Amendment, but as you have with most
issues, you have now changed your stripes to spots.” Political flip/flop.
GOA has posted a description of Romney’s Second Amendment record at:
<http://gunowners.org/mittromney-2012.htm>http://gunowners.org/mittromney2012.htm Shows Romney’s support for all of Massachusetts’ strict gun control
laws, including his support for semi-auto bans and waiting periods.
Why is Mitt Romney refusing to answer the Gun Owners of America questionnaire on Second Amendment issues? He is a FAKE like Santorum, Gingrich!

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
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!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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NEW Flood Maps by FEMA
Higher flood insurance Rates

Photo by Richard Sakata, Armistice Day Parade 1937, courtesy Judy Mikami

Efforts to restore Historic
Molokai Courthouse buildings

report by Arleone Dibben-Young
A valiant effort is being made to rescue the state’s Courthouse, jail, Judiciary
building and outhouse from pending demolition. Constructed pre-1882 in Pukoo,
the Courthouse and jail were moved to Ualapue in 1925 as the island’s town centers moved westward. In the early 1930s, the structures were moved to Kaunakakai
on Ala Malama and faced east, towards pharmacist Richard Sakata’s Molokai
Drugs across the street. A Judiciary building and outhouse were constructed on the
rear of the Courthouse, which was moved again to where the Judiciary building
and outhouse still stand today. Threatened with demolition when the new state
office complex was constructed, the Courthouse and jail were moved to Malama
Park in 1995 for storage until restoration could be accomplished. Once again, all
three of these structures are threatened with demolition.
Many well-known Judges presided in the Courthouse, including Molokairaised Judge Marybeth Yuen Maul, the first female Asian American judge in the
Territory of Hawaii and State of Hawaii, and co-founder of the Molokai Humane
Society in 1981. Early Second Circuit Court Judges include Abraham Fornander,
A. Noah Kapoikai, John W. Kalua, and Selden B. Kingsbury.
At least seven Japanese Molokai residents were confined to the jail during
World War II, prior to transport to Oahu and the U.S. Mainland for internment. It
is understood that there were others, although documentation has only been found
for four: Kozan Nishizawa (Priest at Kaunakakai’s Gusei-ji Mission), Shigeto
Takashima (school Principal), and Shigeki Tani and Masutaro Teraoku (professions unknown). Judy Mikami recalls the husband of her childhood babysitter was
picked up while fishing during WWII and eventually held in a camp on O‘ahu.
An important link to the island’s past, the Molokai Island Main Street
Association is working to move the buildings to a permanent location on stateowned property in preparation for restoration and future use as the Kaunakakai
Museum. The museum will use oral histories of Molokai residents, photos, and
maps to illustrate the development of the Nineteenth Century east end towns of
Pukoo and Ualapue and the establishment of 1900s country towns Maunaloa,
Kualapuu and Kaunakakai.
For information on how you can help in these efforts or if you have photos or
oral histories to contribute, please call Arleone Dibben-Young, president, Molokai
Island Main Street Association at 553-5992 or email researchbirds@yahoocom.

Every
Wednesday

WAILUKU, Maui, Hawai`i – Important information on the Federal
Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) new digital flood insurance rate maps
(DFIRMs) which integrate the statewide hurricane study will be discussed. With
the adoption of the new DFIRMs for the islands of Maui and Lanai scheduled on
September 19, 2012, a property’s flood risk may change and consequently so will
the requirement for federally mandated flood insurance as well as construction
standards. Flood insurance protects property owners from the financial devastation caused by floods which includes losses to buildings and their contents. The
coverage applies whether the flooding results from heavy or prolonged rains,
coastal storm surge, tsunamis, blocked storm drainage systems, levee dam failure,
or other causes. Different types of policies are available depending on flood risk.
If you live in a high-risk area, flood zones A and V, you will need a Standard
Policy. Most mortgage lenders will require that you have such a policy before they
will approve your loan.
For those outside of the high-risk area, zones X or XS, flood insurance is also
available, usually at a lower cost. A Preferred Risk Policy can cover both a home
and its contents. While you are not federally mandated to have flood insurance in
a low-to-moderate risk area, it does not mean that you will never need it. Large
floods often extend beyond the boundaries of high-risk areas and smaller floods
occur outside high-risk areas as well. In fact, a quarter of all flood insurance
claims come from properties located in low-to-moderate risk areas.
Properties currently within the low-to-moderate flood risk areas may be able
to be grandfathered into a lower insurance premium if flood insurance is obtained
prior to a property’s re-classification into a higher flood risk. You may log on to
www.floodsmart.gov to view flood insurance premiums. Please contact your local
insurance agent for specific information
The public may view the new Digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps (DIRMs) by
visiting the Hawai'i Flood Hazard Assessment Tool website,
www.gis.hawaiinfip.org/fhat/
Additional meetings are anticipated to be scheduled in the next few months.
For more info, please email to francis.cerizo@co.maui.hi.us or
carolyn.cortez@co.maui.hi.us or by phone at (808) 270-7253.

Whale Counters Wanted

Yes, even students can get involved
in the Santuary Ocean Whale Count. We
need volunteers to count the number of
humpback whales they see from various
spots around the islands.
Over a four hour period, observers
will also record the humpbacks’ behavior. This year , the Sanctuary Whale
Count will be conducted at more than 60
shore sites around the islands of Hawaii,
Kauai, and Oahu. Starting March 31,
from 8 am to 12 pm, you observe the
ocean searching for spouting whales or jumping whales and record it all for your
report.
To join up for the Count, visit website sancturyoceancount.org, or phone us
at 397-2651 ext 253 on Oahu, or call toll free 1-888-55WHALE ext 253.

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.
Your Company is in good company with The M.A.N.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

America’s
Forsaken Promise
A Patriot series by Tinsley Grey Sammons
Part XIII Elections Alone will never disabuse....
No Elections alone will never disabuse Americans of bad law. Folks would be
wise to show solidarity by creating and supporting Justice Fellowships. Ideally,
every adult American would possess knowledge sufficient to seek redress by filing
sui juris while his local Justice Fellowship and Grand Jury backs him to the hilt.
With enough public pressure, even the Mainstream Media could be forced to come
to its senses and routinely conduct itself in an honorable fashion. Since half-truths
are often more dangerous than wholelies, half-truths and deliberate deception must
be avoided if the trust the Founders put into the First Amendment is respected.
SEVER the JUGULAR
Since 1913, the relationship between the Individual American and his
Government has degenerated into something that the Founding Fathers would
surely never condone.
And nowhere is this more obvious than with Drug Prohibition. The War on
Drugs is a legal abomination that has supplied the Power Precedent that is proving
instrumental in the destruction of Constitutional American Liberty.
" . . . once the principle is admitted that it is the duty of government to protect
the individual against his own foolishness, no serious objections can be advanced
against further encroachments. . . . [W]hy limit the government's benevolent providence to the protection of the individual's body only? . . . The mischief done by
bad ideologies, surely, is much more pernicious, both for the individual and for the
whole society, than that done by narcotic drugs." — Mises, L. von, Human Action
( Our Right to Drugs, page 159)
" No serious objections can be advanced against further encroachments."
And that is why the repeal of Drug Prohibition is fundamentally crucial to the
fulfillment of the American Ideal expressed with incomparable eloquence in the
Declaration of Independence.
Speculation that thirty-million Americans use recreational alternatives to ethyl
alcohol is of no legal concern to me or my government. The relative few who are
substance dependent must find their own way out if they wish to do so. If they
desire to do so, those who have found their comfort level should be left alone to
maintain it. They alone must bear the personal consequences of their choice.
Interestingly, withdrawal for both heroin dependence and alcohol caused delirium tremens both peak in 72 hours. Although it seems an eternity to the sufferer,
72 hours is a very short time. (The 21 years* that I’ve been alcohol free have been
more than worth my own torment-wracked 72 hour** investment.)
At least three formerly dependent heroin and alcohol users have told me that
for them derilium tremens was much worse than symptoms experienced during
heroin withdrawal. So then, if you’re hooked, tough it out for three days** and
then make a daily commitment thereafter and eventually you can comfortably keep
the beast at bay by simply not using. A bit of advice is relevant here: If one wishes to recover, hanging out with those who have long succeeded is the smartest
thing one can do. *Since May 28, 1990. **Folks in AA refer to it as a time of
white knuckle sobriety. That’s when it’s time to seek support by calling your sponsor and/or going to a meeting.
INCORPORATION DOCTRINE
The Bill of Rights trumps any and all legal power to the contrary, lawfully
making the Incorporation* Doctrine nothing more than an arrogant assumption of
authority by certain members of the Brotherhood of Juris Doctors.
*incorporation, n. Constitutional law. The process of applying the provisions
of the Bill of Rights to the states by interpreting the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due
Process Clause as encompassing those provisions.
–BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY, Ninth Edition
Lawfully, an American needs no judicial approval to have the states respect his
Bill of Rights protection. Will a significant number of Americans ever wake to the
fact that, by a gradual process of default and construction, an unlawful Legal
System has supplanted the legitimate Law of the Land?
I wonder.
TRASHING THE FOURTH AMENDMENT
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no
Warrants shall issue but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation,
and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to
be seized. — Fourth Amendment
A Man's house is his castle. —Sir Edward Coke , The Institutes of the Laws
of England. Necessity is the plea of every infringement of human freedom. It is
the argument of tyrants, it is the creed of slaves. —William Pitt
Masked men with automatic weapons are kicking in your front door. But don't
call the police -- they are the police. — Guns and Ammo Magazine
They killed my husband to get his land.* —Francis Plante Scott
*And they did. And the government lawyer responsible is yet to be indicted.
If there is ever to be an end to the growing tyranny facilitated by the evil
Judicial Industry and career office holders, it must be accomplished by an enforced
respect for the legitimate Law of the Land.
Deliberate violations of the Fourth Amendment should be dealt with by grand
jury Presentments*, ordering the indictment of those who systematically violate
the Law of the Land under color of law.
*No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime,
unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury . . . –Fifth Amendment
Petit jury members should always vote to acquit citizens who are accused of
violating unjust laws. A person who has done nothing intrinsically criminal should
not have been arrested in the first place because unjust laws should not exist in the
first place. In addition to the acquittal of the victim of an unjust law, justice
demands remedy for his injury at the hands of government.
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Ron Paul Leads Obama in a
Faceoff says New Poll
According to a recently released Rasmussen poll, Ron Paul for President now
leads Barack Obama in a head-to-head match-up.
Ron Paul asks for your support: More and more Americans realize my message of liberty, sound money, and free markets runs in clear contrast to Barack
Obama's economy-wrecking, Constitution-shredding policies.
This poll also shows that fake conservatives Rick Santorum and Newt
Gingrich would be defeated in a general election because voters are fed up with
politicians who sell out their principles for party loyalty.
The Republican Party can't nominate a candidate who will spend the entire fall
campaign apologizing for their Big Government record if we want to defeat Barack
Obama. Voters need to take a close inspection of candidates’ record and discover that they are nothing more than establishment, status quo candidates.
Rick Santorum rose after Iowa and then immediately nose-dived because voters realized he voted to raise the debt ceiling five times, doubled the size of the
Department of Education, supported the budget-busting Medicare Part D entitlement, and helped kill a National Right to Work law. This is not the record of a conservative and will make him unelectable in a campaign against Barack Obama.
Ron Paul contrast: My consistent, conservative message is exactly what voters who want to replace Barack Obama are yearning for.
I have never voted for unbalanced budget or to raise the debt ceiling.
And every vote I cast is in accordance with the Constitution.
No one will ever accuse me of changing my positions or selling out my principles in backroom deals because I caved in to pressure to "be a team player."
None of my opponents can make this claim; they will all lose to Barack
Obama if nominated. I am the candidate who can take him on and Restore
Prosperity to America Now.
The stakes of this election are too high to settle for another Big Government
nominee who will spend the entire campaign backtracking on their record.
Help make sure we have every resource available to finish strong on March 6
and acquire every delegate possible.
I hope I can continue to count on your support.
For Liberty, Ron Paul

P.S. Super Tuesday is just six days away!
A new poll just released shows that I am the candidate who can take on and
defeat Barack Obama.

IMPEACH OBAMA Tell Congress
Barack Obama is indeed succeeding in his plans to "transform America," but
not in the way voters expected on Election Day in 2008. The number of Barack
Obama's actions that arguably qualify as impeachable offenses is staggering.

The question before the country is what
to do about it?
Answer: Elect Dr. Ron Paul, the only
honest track record proven conservative
and patriot candidate. He will restore
peace, prosperity, and Constitutional limited government as the Law of the Land.
===============================================

Dr. Ron Paul for President
on the Issues
1. I Always veto unbalance
budget; refuse to raise US borrowing limit; eliminate income
taxes, estate taxes, and cut $1-trillion from the annual budget.
2. Repeal ObamaCARE, and
turn medical cost back to patient
and doctor relationship and medical save accounts.
3. Abolish welfare state to
discourage illegal immigration
and taxpayer ripoff; end citizen-

ship for anchor babies;
4. Avoid war with Iran, stop military aid to terrorist nation Israel
5 Allow states to define life as beginning at conception, veto federal money for abortions; support policy to facilitate homeschooling;
6. Audit the Fed, support Constitutional laws, support 2nd Am.
7. Bring the Troops home now!
8. Enforce the Bill of Rights and the limits on government pow[part IX Searches and seizures....lections alone will never dis- ers as defined in the Constitution for the United States of America.
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